Detection of BCR-ABL1 mutations that confer tyrosine kinase inhibitor resistance using massively parallel, next generation sequencing.
Detection of BCR-ABL1 mutations that confer resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitors is important for management of patients with t(9;22);BCR-ABL1-positive (Ph+) leukemias. Testing is often performed using Sanger sequencing (SS) which has relatively poor sensitivity. Given the widespread adoption of next generation sequencing (NGS), we sought to reevaluate the testing in the context of NGS methods. We developed an NGS-based BCR-ABL1 mutation test on the Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine (PGM) to test for resistance mutations, primarily in the kinase domain in BCR-ABL1. We analyzed 508 clinical samples from patients with Ph+ leukemias. In a subset of these samples (n = 97), we conducted a comparison of the NGS results to a classical SS-based test. NGS facilitated detection of low-level mutations (<20 % allele frequency) that were not detectable by SS. In a subset of cases with multiple mutations, NGS was also able to determine if two mutations were on the same molecule (compound) or on separate molecules (polyclonal) but this was limited by the distance between mutated positions and by the effects of apparent distance-dependent PCR recombination. We found 22 compound mutations that centered on one or two key residues including two novel compound mutants: Q252H/Y253H and F311Y/F359I. The advantages of NGS make it a superior method for inventorying BCR-ABL1 resistance mutations. However, data analysis may be complicated by short read lengths and the effects of PCR recombination.